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Abstract
Multi-sorted algebraic theories provide a formalism for describing various
structures on spaces that are of interest in homotopy theory. The results
of Badzioch (2002) and Bergner (2006) showed that an interesting feature
of this formalism is the following rigidification property. Every multi-sorted
algebraic theory defines a category of homotopy algebras, i.e. a category
of spaces equipped with certain structure that is to some extent homotopy
invariant. Each such homotopy algebra can be replaced by a weakly equiv-
alent strict algebra which is a purely algebraic structure on a space. The
equivalence between the homotopy categories of loop spaces and topological
groups is a special instance of this result.
In this paper we will introduce the notion of a finite product sketch which is
a useful generalization of a multi-sorted algebraic theory. We will show
that in the setting of finite product sketches we can still obtain results
paralleling these of Badzioch and Bergner, although a rigidification of a
homotopy algebra over a finite product sketch is given by a strict algebra
over an associated simplicial multi-sorted algebraic theory.
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1. Introduction
Let∆ be the category whose objects are finite ordered sets [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n},
n ≥ 0, and whose morphisms are non-decreasing functions. By ∆op we de-
note the opposite category and let I be the category with two objects i0, i1
and one non-identity morphism π : i0 → i1. Consider the product category
∆op × I. It was shown by Prezma in [16] that functors X : ∆op × I →
Spaces which send ([n], i1) to a space which is homotopy equivalent to
X([1], i1)
n and which send ([n], i0) to a space which is homotopy equivalent
to X([n], i1)×X([0], i0) for all n provide a formalism for describing actions
of loop spaces on topological spaces (see Example 1.6 and Example 1.7 for
more detail) .
One might consider the work of Badzioch [1],[2] and Bergner [4] (see The-
orem 1.12) to attempt to construct an ”equivalent” algebraic structure to
describe these actions, however the category∆op×I is an example of a finite
product sketch 1.1 which is neither a multi-sorted algebraic theory 1.10 or a
semi theory 3.1 (over a set of size 1) for which such a rigidification is known.
With this in mind, we consider more general finite product sketches.
For n ≥ 1 let Cn denote the category whose objects are natural numbers
0, 1, . . . , n, and that has one non-identity morphism pnk : 0 → k for each
k = 1, . . . , n. Also, by C0 we will denote the category with only one object
0 and the identity morphism only. Given a small category B, an n-fold
cone in B is a functor α : Cn → B (this agrees with the traditional category
theory definition of a cone over a discrete category with n objects). It will
be convenient, given an n-fold cone α, to denote n by |α|, α(k) by αk and
α(pnk ) by p
α
k . We will call the morphism p
α
k the k-th projection of α.
Definition 1.1. A finite product sketch is a pair (B, κ) where B is a small
category and κ is a set of cones in B.
Sometimes, when this will not lead to a confusion, we will write B to refer
to the sketch (B, κ).
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Definition 1.2. Let D be a category closed under finite products and let
(B, κ) be a finite product sketch. A strict (B, κ)-algebra with values in D is
a functor
A : B→ D
such that for any cone α ∈ κ the morphism
|α|∏
k=1
A(pαk ) : A(α0)→
|α|∏
k=1
A(αk)
is an isomorphism in D. For a cone α : C0 → B this condition means that
α0 is a terminal object in D. A morphism of strict algebras is a natural
transformation of functors.
Finite product sketches and their strict algebras have long been present in
categorical algebra as a formalism for describing algebraic structures. Giving
a strict (B, κ)-algebra amounts to describing some algebraic object in D
of the type determined by the sketch (B, κ). We illustrate this by a few
examples.
Example 1.3. Let B be the category consisting of two objects b1, b2, and
three non-identity morphisms ϕ1, ϕ2, µ : b2 → b1. Let α : C2 → B be given
by pαk = ϕk. A strict algebra over the sketch (B, {α}) with values in the
category of sets, Sets is a functor
A : B→ Sets
such that A(b2) ∼= A(b1) × A(b1) and A(ϕ1), A(ϕ2) : A(b2) → A(b1) are
the projection maps. In effect the category of strict (B, {α})-algebras is
equivalent to the category whose objects are sets Y equipped with a binary
operation µY : Y × Y → Y , and whose morphisms are maps f : Y → Y
′
satisfying
µY ′(f(y1), f(y2)) = f(µY (y1, y2))
It is not hard to modify this example to obtain sketches whose algebras are
sets with a binary operation that satisfies some further conditions (is unital,
associative, commutative, has inverse etc.).
Example 1.4. Let B be a small category and let W ⊆ B be a subcategory
of B. For each morphism ϕ ∈ W let αϕ : C1 → B be the functor given by
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p
αϕ
1 = ϕ. Giving a strict algebra over the sketch (B, {αϕ}ϕ∈W) with values
in a category D amounts to giving a functor A : B → D such that A(ϕ) is
an isomorphism for each ϕ ∈W.
The next few examples are somewhat more complex. Their origin will be
explained later in this Section.
Example 1.5 (Segal’s category of finite sets as a finite product sketch).
Let Γop denote the category whose objects are finite sets [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n},
n ≥ 0 and whose morphisms are maps of sets ϕ : [n] → [m] satisfying
ϕ(0) = 0. For n ≥ 1 let αn : Cn → Γ
op be the functor such that α0 = [n],
αk = [1] for k > 0 and p
αn
k : [n]→ [1] is the map given by
pα
n
k (i) =
{
1 for i = k
0 otherwise
Also, let α0 : C0 → Γ
op be given by α00 = [0]. Giving a strict (Γ
op, {αn}n≥0)-
algebra A : Γop → Sets is equivalent to defining a structure of an abelian
monoid on the set A([1]).
Example 1.6. As in the beginning of the introduction, let ∆ be the cat-
egory whose objects are finite ordered sets [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n}, n ≥ 0, and
whose morphisms are non-decreasing functions. Let∆op denote the opposite
category. For m ≥ 1 define a sketch (∆op, κm) as follows. We have
κm = {αk}k≥0
where for k < m the functor αk : C0 → ∆
op is given by αk0 = [k]. For
k ≥ m let Nk =
(
k
m
)
and let fk be a bijection between the set of natural
numbers {1, . . . , Nk} and the set of strictly increasing functions ϕ : [m]→ [k]
satisfying ϕ(0) = 0 (we will see that the choice of fk is equivalent to choosing
which projection morphism to call the k-th projection). Define αk : CNk →
∆op by setting pα
k
i = fk(i). For m = 1 giving a strict (∆
op, κm)-algebra
A : ∆op → Sets amounts to defining a group structure on the set X([1]).
For m > 1 giving a strict (∆op, κm)-algebra A : ∆op → Sets is equivalent
to specifying an abelian group structure on A([m]) (see [5]).
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Example 1.7. Let ∆ be defined as in Example 1.6. For n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤
k ≤ n let ink : [1] → [n] be the morphism in ∆ given by i
n
k(0) = k − 1 and
ink (1) = k. Also, let j
n
1 , j
n
2 : [0]→ [n] be given by j
n
1 (0) = 0 and j
n
2 (0) = n.
Let I be the category with two objects i0, i1 and one non-identity morphism
π : i0 → i1. Consider the product category ∆
op × I. For n ≥ 1 let
αn : Cn →∆
op × I
be the cone such that pα
n
k is the morphism i
n
k × idi1 : ([n], i1)→ ([1], i1), and
let α0 be the 0-fold cone given by α00 = ([0], i1). Also, for n ≥ 0 let
βn, γn : C2 →∆
op × I
be defined by pβ
n
1 = j
n
1 × idi0 , p
γn
1 = j
n
2 × idi0 , and p
βn
2 = p
γn
2 = idn × π.
Define
κ := {αn}n≥0 ∪ {β
n}n≥0 ∪ {γ
n}n≥0
Giving a strict (∆op × I, κ)-algebra
X : ∆op × I→ Sets
is equivalent to describing an associative monoid structure on the setX([1], i1)
and an action of this monoid on the set X([0], i0). Giving a morphism
of strict algebras ϕ : X → X ′ amounts to giving maps ϕ1 : X([1], i1) →
X ′([1], i1) and ϕ2 : X([0], i0) → X([0], i0) where ϕ1 is a homomorphism of
monoids and ϕ2 preserves the action:
ϕ2(mx) = ϕ1(m)ϕ2(x)
for all x ∈ X([0], i0) and m ∈ X([1], i1) (see [16]).
Finite product sketches have been shown to be very useful for describing
various structures that appear in homotopy theory. In this context we need
to replace the notion of a strict algebra over a sketch by a more flexible
notion of a homotopy algebra. Let Spaces denote the category of simplicial
sets.
Definition 1.8. Let (B, κ) be a finite product sketch. A homotopy (B, κ)-
algebra is a functor
X : B→ Spaces
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such that for any cone α ∈ κ the map
|α|∏
k=1
X(pαk ) : X(α0)→
|α|∏
k=1
X(αk)
is a weak equivalence in Spaces. For a 0-fold cone α this condition means
that X(α0) ≃ ∗. A morphism of homotopy algebras is a natural transforma-
tion (i.e. morphism in the category SpacesB).
The sketches described in Examples 1.4–1.7 were all constructed because
of the interest in the homotopy algebras they define. Homotopy algebras
over the sketch (B, {αϕ}ϕ∈W) defined in Example 1.4 are functors B →
Spaces that map morphisms ofW to weak equivalences. Categories of such
functors were studied e.g. by Dwyer and Kan in [8] who also gave several
applications of such functors in homotopy theory. Homotopy algebras over
the sketch (Γop, {αn}n≥0) defined in Example 1.5 are the special Γ-spaces
that were introduced by Segal in [19] to describe the structure of infinite loop
spaces. In [5] Bousfield showed that the homotopy category of homotopy
algebras over the sketch (∆op, κm) defined in Example 1.6 is equivalent to
the homotopy category of m-fold loop spaces. Finally, homotopy algebras
over the sketch (∆op × I, κ) defined in Example 1.7 appear in the work of
Prezma [16] as a formalism that describes “homotopy actions”, i.e. actions
of loop spaces on topological spaces.
Obviously any strict algebra over a sketch (B, κ) with values in Spaces
is also a homotopy (B, κ)-algebra. A natural question is if the opposite
statement also holds. More precisely, we will say that a morphism ϕ : X →
X ′ of homotopy algebras is a weak equivalence if the map ϕb : X(b) →
X ′(b) is a weak equivalence for all b ∈ B. We can ask if it is true that
for any homotopy (B, κ)-algebra X there exists a strict (B, κ)-algebra X ′
such that X ′ ≃ X. We will call this a rigidification problem since it asks
whether a homotopy (pseudo) structure can be replaced by an equivalent
strict structure.
The examples of finite product sketches listed above show that rigidification
of homotopy algebras is not always possible. Take e.g. the sketch (∆op, κ2)
described in Example 1.6. Strict algebras over this sketch with values in
Spaces are simplicial abelian groups, while homotopy algebras correspond
to double loop spaces. Since it is not true that every double loop space is
weakly equivalent to a simplicial abelian group (a consequence of [10, Ch.
6
4, B.2.1] by Dror Farjoun and the fact that not every double loop space is a
product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces), it is in general not possible to find
a strict (∆op, κ)-algebra weakly equivalent to a given homotopy algebra.
Badzioch [1] and Bergner [4] showed that homotopy algebras can be rigidified
if the sketch (B, κ) is of a special form. In order to explain their results we
will need a couple of definitions.
Definition 1.9. A product cone in a category B is a cone α : Cn → B such
that the categorical product
∏n
k=1 α(k) exists in B and that the map
n∏
k=1
α(pnk ) : α(0)→
n∏
k=1
α(k)
is an isomorphism in B.
Definition 1.10 (cf. [4, 3.1][11, Section 6]). Let S be a set. An S-
sorted algebraic theory is a finite product sketch (T, κ) satisfying the fol-
lowing properties:
i) objects ts ∈ T are indexed by all n-tuples, s = (s1, . . . , sn) (with
possible repetitions) where and si ∈ S and n ≥ 0;
ii) for an n-tuple s = (s1, . . . , sn) the object ts is a categorical product of
ts1 , . . . tsn (by abuse of notation we will denote by ts1 the object of T
indexed by the 1-tuple (s1));
iii) the set κ consists of all product cones αs indexed by n-tuples s =
(s1, . . . , sn) with n ≥ 0, where α
s
0 = ts and α
s
k = tsk for k = 1, . . . , n.
We will call S the set of sorts for T. We will also call a sketch T a multi-
sorted algebraic theory if T is an S-sorted algebraic theory for some set
S. Notice that a strict algebra over a multi-sorted algebraic theory T with
values in Spaces is just a product preserving functor T → Spaces, and
a homotopy T-algebra is a functor that preserves products up to a weak
equivalence.
Remark 1.11. It can be noticed that algebraic theories, introduced by Law-
vere in [14] are S-sorted algebraic theories over a set S of size 1 and thus
also finite product sketches.
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The result of Bergner and Badzioch can be now stated as follows:
Theorem 1.12 ([1], [4]). If T is a multi-sorted algebraic theory then any
homotopy T-algebra is weakly equivalent to a strict T-algebra.
As we have already noticed this Theorem cannot be directly extended to
arbitrary finite product sketches. Our main goal, however, is to show that a
variant of this rigidification result still holds. Given a finite product sketch
B we can consider the homotopy category of homotopy algebras over B, that
is the category obtained by taking the category of all homotopy B-algebras
and inverting weak equivalences. We will show that the following holds.
Theorem 1.13. For any finite product sketch B there exists a simplicial
multi-sorted algebraic theory F∗Bµσ such that the homotopy category of ho-
motopy B-algebras is equivalent to the homotopy category of strict F∗Bµσ-
algebras.
Thus, the homotopy structure described by any finite product sketch is
equivalent to some algebraic structure, but in general the sketches describing
these two structures will be different and the associated algebras will be
simplicial, i.e. bisimplicial sets.
As an application of Theorem 1.13 we partially resolve another natural ques-
tion related to homotopy algebras over finite product sketches. Namely,
assume that
G : (B1, κ1)→ (B2, κ2)
is a morphism of sketches. That is, G is a functor such that for any α ∈ κ1
the cone Gα is in κ2. Obviously if X : (B2, κ2) → Spaces is a homotopy
(B2, κ2)-algebra then G
∗X := XG is a homotopy (B1, κ1)-algebra. One can
ask what conditions on G guarantee that the functor G∗ is an equivalence
of the homotopy categories of homotopy algebras. This can be answered as
follows. Since the passage from a finite product sketch (B, κ) to its associ-
ated multi-sorted algebraic theory F∗Bµσ is natural in (B, κ) a morphism of
sketches G : (B1, κ1) → (B2, κ2) yields a functor of the simplicial algebraic
theories G : F∗B
µσ
1 −→ F∗B
µσ
2 (provided G is injective). We will prove the
following Theorem in Section 10.
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Theorem 1.14. Consider a morphism of finite product sketches
G : (B1, κ1) −→ (B2, κ2)
with the property that G is an injection on the sets of objects of B1 and B2.
Each of the following holds:
i) If the induced functor
G : F∗B
µσ
1 −→ F∗B
µσ
2
is a weak r-equivalence of simplicial categories, i.e. G has the prop-
erty that for any two objects B1 and B2 in F∗B
µσ
1 , the induced map
hom(B1, B2)→ hom(GB1, GB2) is a weak equivalence and every object
in F∗B
µσ
2 is a retract of an object in the image of G, then G induces
an equivalence of the homotopy categories of homotopy algebras.
ii) If we assume that G is also surjective on the sets of objects of B1 and
B2 and a bijection on the sets of cones, then G induces an equivalence
of the homotopy category of homotopy algebras iff the induced functor
G : F∗B
µσ
1 −→ F∗B
µσ
2
is a weak equivalence of simplicial categories.
This fact parallels the result of Dwyer and Kan [8, 2.5] who proved an
analogous statement for functors between sketches of the form described
in Example 1.4, and a Theorem of Badzioch [2, 1.6], that gives a similar
criterion for functors between single-sorted semi-theories, i.e. finite product
sketches of a specific type (cf. Definition 3.1).
2. Organization of Paper
We start in Section 3 by considering a specific type of finite product sketch
which we refer to as a multi-sorted semi-theory, and in Sections 4 through
7 we show that we can rigidify homotopy algebras over multi-sorted semi-
theories by constructing an associated multi-sorted algebraic theory. In
particular in Section 4 we show that the setup, paralleling [2], can be used
to define model category structures for the categories of homotopy algebras
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as well as strict algebras over a multi-sorted semi-theory. In Section 5 we
show that for any multi-sorted semi-theory C we can construct a multi-
sorted algebraic theory C¯ without changing the category of strict algebras.
We also give an explicit, combinatorial constriction of C¯ in the case when
C is a free semi-theory. In Section 6 the initial semi-theory P is introduced
and it is shown that it can be used to detect weak equivalences in the
category of homotopy algebras over a multi-sorted semi-theory. In Section
7 we complete the argument showing that homotopy algebras over a multi-
sorted semi-theory can be rigidified as strict algebras over a certain multi-
sorted algebraic theory. In Section 8 we prove the variant of Theorem 1.14
for multi-sorted semi-theories. Given an arbitrary finite product sketch we
show in Section 9 that we can construct an associated multi-sorted semi-
theory for which the homotopy category of homotopy algebras is equivalent
to the one defined by the original sketch. Using this result in Section 10 we
prove Theorems 1.13 and 1.14.
3. Multi-Sorted Semi-Theories
While our ultimate goal in this paper is to show that we can rigidify algebras
over arbitrary finite product sketches in the sense of Theorem 1.13, we will
first consider the rigidification problem for a specific type of finite product
sketch, which we will call multi-sorted semi-theories.
Definition 3.1. Let S be a set. An S-sorted semi-theory is a finite product
sketch (C, κ) satisfying the following properties:
i) Objects cs ∈ C are indexed by n-tuples s = (s1, . . . , sn) (with possible
repetitions) where si ∈ S and n ≥ 0. By abuse of notation for s1 ∈ S
we will write cs1 to denote the object of C indexed by the 1-tuple (s1).
ii) For any n-tuple s = (s1, . . . , sn) there is a unique n-fold cone α
s ∈ κ
such that α
s
0 = cs, α
s
k = csk for k = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, every cone in
κ is of such form.
Given an S-sorted semi-theory C for simplicity we will denote the k-th
projection in the cone αs by p
s
k instead of p
αs
k . We will say that C is a
multi-sorted semi-theory if C is S-sorted for some set S.
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Notice that the definition of an S-sorted semi-theory parallels that of an S-
sorted algebraic theory (1.10). The only difference is that we do not assume
that the cones in κ are product cones. Our first goal will be to show that
variants of Theorems 1.13 and 1.14 hold for multi-sorted semi-theories.
Theorem 3.2. For any S-sorted semi-theory C there exists an S-sorted al-
gebraic theory F∗C such that the homotopy category of homotopy C-algebras
is equivalent to the homotopy category of strict F∗C-algebras. Moreover, the
construction of F∗C is functorial in C.
Theorem 3.3. Let C, C′ be S-sorted and S′-sorted semi-theories respec-
tively, and let G : C → C′ be a morphism of finite product sketches. We
have the following
i) If the induced functor
G : F∗C→ F∗C
′
between the associated multi-sorted theories is a weak r-equivalence,
then G induces an equivalence of the homotopy categories of homotopy
algebras.
ii) If in addition there exists a bijection of sets ϕ : S → S′ and G preserves
sorts, i.e. G(cs) = c
′
ϕ(s) for any n-tuple s in S then the functor G in-
duces an equivalence of the homotopy categories of homotopy algebras
iff the induced functor
G : F∗C→ F∗C
′
between the associated multi-sorted theories is a weak equivalence of
simplicial categories.
After proving these facts in Sections 7 and 8 we will show how they can be
used to obtain Theorems 1.13 and 1.14 in their whole generality.
From now until Section 9 it will be convenient to fix the set S and as-
sume that all multi-sorted semi-theories are S-sorted. Consequently, all
morphisms of semi-theories will be assumed to preserve sorts and projec-
tions. The resulting category of S-sorted semi-theories will be denoted by
SemiThS . Notice that the category of S-sorted algebraic theories AlgThS
is a full subcategory of SemiThS .
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4. Model Categories of Strict and Homotopy Algebras
Our basic strategy for proving Theorem 3.2 will be to rephrase it in terms
model categories and prove that the relevant model categories are Quillen
equivalent. With this in mind our first task will be to introduce model
category structures reflecting the homotopy theories of strict and homotopy
algebras. Much of what is discussed here parallels the setup of [1], [2], and
[4] so the presentation will be brief.
The model category of strict algebras.
Let C be a multi-sorted semi-theory and let AlgC denote the full subcate-
gory of SpacesC, whose objects are strict algebras over C. We would like
to get a model category structure on AlgC where C is a multi-sorted semi-
theory. To do this let us first consider the category AlgT when T is an
S-sorted algebraic theory.
We will use the following fact due to Kan.
Theorem 4.1 ([13, 11.3.2]). Let M be a cofibrantly generated model cat-
egory with a set of generating cofibrations I and generating acyclic cofibra-
tions J . Let N be a category which has all small limits and small colimits
and for which there exists a pair of adjoint functors:
F : M⇄ N : U
with FI = {Fu|u ∈ I} and FJ = {Fv|v ∈ J} and
i) FI and FJ permit the small object argument
ii) U takes colimits of pushouts along maps in FJ to weak equivalences
Then there is a cofibrantly generated model category structure on N for which
FI is a set of generating cofibrations, FJ is a set of generating acyclic
cofibrations and the set of weak equivalences is the set of maps which U
sends to weak equivalences in M. Furthermore, with respect to this model
category structure, (F,U) is a Quillen pair.
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Proposition 4.2. Let T be an S-sorted algebraic theory. The category of
strict T-algebras AlgT admits a model category structure defined by the
following classes of morphisms:
i) weak equivalences are objectwise weak equivalences;
ii) fibrations are objectwise fibrations;
iii) cofibrations are morphisms which have the left lifting property with
respect to acyclic fibrations.
Proof. In [4, §4] Bergner showed that for each s ∈ S the evaluation functor
Us : Alg
T −→ Spaces, Us(X) = X(ts)
has a left adjoint Fs : Spaces −→ Alg
T.
Consider the set S as a category with identity morphisms only and let
SpacesS be the category of functors S → Spaces. Notice that objects
of SpacesS are just assignments that associate to each element s ∈ S a
space Ys. The category Spaces
S has a model structure with fibrations, cofi-
brations, and weak equivalences defined objectwise. The forgetful functor
U : AlgT → SpacesS, U(X)(s) = X(ts)
has a left adjoint F defined for Y ∈ SpacesS by
F (Y ) =
∐
s∈S
Fs(Y (s))
where the coproduct is taken in AlgT.
Note that the model category SpacesS is cofibrantly generated with the set
of generating cofibrations
I = {∂∆[n]si → ∆[n]si |n ≥ 0, si ∈ S}
and a set of generating acyclic cofibrations
J = {V [n, k]si → ∆[n]si |n ≥ 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, si ∈ S}.
Here ∂∆[n]si ∈ Spaces
S is defined by ∂∆[n]si(sj) = ∂∆[n] for sj = si and
∂∆[n]si(sj) is the empty set if sj 6= si. The objects ∆[n]si , and V [n, k]si
in SpacesS are defined in a similar matter. Applying Theorem 4.1 to the
adjoint pair (F,U) we get a model category structure on AlgT as described
in the statement. ✷
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Proposition 4.2 can be easily generalized to the case of arbitrary multi-sorted
semi-theories.
Corollary 4.3. Let C be an S-sorted semi-theory. The category of strict
C-algebras, AlgC admits a model category structure defined by the following
classes of morphisms:
i) weak equivalences are objectwise weak equivalences;
ii) fibrations are objectwise fibrations;
iii) cofibrations are morphisms which have the left lifting property with
respect to acyclic fibrations.
Proof. By [3, Chapter 4, Theorem 3.6] we get that any S-sorted semi-
theory C has an associated S-sorted algebraic theory C¯ with the property
that AlgC and AlgC¯ are equivalent categories, so the statement follows
directly from Proposition 4.2. ✷
The model category of homotopy algebras
Let C be a multi-sorted semi-theory. Our next goal is to describe a model
structure that reflects the homotopy theory of homotopy C-algebras. We
cannot do this arguing along the same lines as in the case of strict algebras
since the full subcategory of SpacesC that consists of homotopy algebras
is not closed under colimits. Instead, we will obtain the desired model
category by localizing the functor category SpacesC. Also, since we will
eventually need a model category structure of homotopy algebras over an
arbitrary finite product sketch (and not just for homotopy algebras over a
multi-sorted semi-theory) we will work here in this more general setting.
For a small category C the functor category SpacesC can be equipped with
two different model category structures which we will denote by SpacesCfib
and SpacesCcof . In both of these model categories weak equivalences are
objectwise weak equivalences. In SpacesCfib fibrations are the objectwise
fibrations, and in SpacesCcof , cofibrations are the objectwise cofibrations. In
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each case the third class of morphisms is determined by the lifting properties
of model categories. By [12, VIII.1.4] and [12, IX.5.1] both SpacesCfib
and SpacesCcof are simplicial model categories with the following simplicial
structure: forX ∈ SpacesC andK ∈ Spaces the functorX⊗K ∈ SpacesC
is given by
(X ⊗K)(c) = X(c)×K
for all c ∈ C. For X,Y ∈ SpacesC by MapC(X,Y ) we will denote the
associated simplicial mapping complex.
Let (C, κ) be a finite product sketch. We will consider an additional model
category structure on SpacesC denoted LSpacesC. This model category
is obtained as follows. For c ∈ C let Cc ∈ Spaces
C denote the functor
corepresented by c:
Cc(d) := HomC(c, d).
Given an n-fold cone α ∈ κ consider the morphism
pα∗ :=
n∐
k=1
(pαk )
∗ :
n∐
k=1
Cαk −→ Cα0 . (1)
The model category LSpacesC is the left Bousfield localization of SpacesCfib
with respect to the set P = {pα∗}α∈κ. This localization exists by [13, 4.1.1]
and by the fact that SpacesCfib is a left proper cellular model category.
The model category structure on LSpacesC, can be described explicitly as
follows:
i) If X and Y are cofibrant objects in SpacesCfib then a map f : X → Y
is a weak equivalence in LSpacesC if for every homotopy algebra Z,
fibrant in SpacesCfib the induced map of homotopy function complexes,
f∗ : MapC(Y,Z) −→ MapC(X,Z)
is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. If X and Y are not cofibrant
then the map f is a weak equivalence in LSpacesC if the induced
map f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ between cofibrant replacements of X and Y is one.
We will call such map f a local equivalence to distinguish it from and
objectwise weak equivalence.
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ii) Cofibrations in LSpacesC are the same as cofibrations in SpacesCfib,
and fibrations in LSpacesC are morphisms with the right lifting prop-
erty with respect to local equivalences which are also cofibrations.
iii) An object X ∈ LSpacesC is fibrant iff X is a homotopy (C, κ)-algebra
and X is fibrant in SpacesCfib.
iv) If f : X → Y is a map of homotopy (C, κ)-algebras then f is a local
equivalence iff f is an objectwise weak equivalence.
Note 4.4. Later on we will frequently use the following, equivalent descrip-
tion of local equivalences that can be obtained using arguments paralleling
these given in [1, Section 5]: a map f : X → Y is a local equivalence if for
any homotopy (C, κ)-algebra Z which is a fibrant object in SpacesCcof the
induced map of simplicial function complexes
f∗ : MapC(Y,Z)→ MapC(X,Z)
is a weak equivalence.
Combining properties iii) and and iv) we obtain the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.5. Let (C, κ) be a finite product sketch. The homotopy cat-
egory of LSpacesC is equivalent to the category obtained be taking the full
subcategory of SpacesC spanned by homotopy (C, κ)-algebras and inverting
all objectwise weak equivalences.
In other words, LSpacesC is a model category that describes the homotopy
theory of homotopy (C, κ)-algebras.
The Quillen Pair between AlgC and LSpacesC
Assume now that C is a multi-sorted semi-theory and consider the inclusion
functor
JC : Alg
C −→ SpacesC.
Our next goal will be to show that JC is the right adjoint in a Quillen pair
of functors between the model categories AlgC and LSpacesC. If for some
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semi-theory C we can show that this Quillen pair is a Quillen equivalence
we will obtain that the rigidification problem can be solved for homotopy
algebras over C: any homotopy C-algebra is weakly equivalent to a strict
C-algebra.
The existence of a left adjoint to the functor JC can be demonstrated using
the approach used by Bergner in [4].
Definition 4.6. [4, 5.5] Let D be a small category and let P be a set of
morphisms in SpacesD. An object Y in SpacesD is strictly local with
respect to P if for every (f : A→ B) ∈ P , the induced map of the simplicial
function complexes
f∗ : Map(B,Y ) −→ Map(A,Y )
is an isomorphism of simplicial sets.
Lemma 4.7. [4, 5.6] For a small category D and a set of morphisms P in
SpacesD let Alg(D,P ) denote the full subcategory of SpacesD whose objects
are strictly local diagrams. The inclusion functor
Alg(D,P ) → SpacesD
has a left adjoint.
Using this Lemma we obtain the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.8. Let C be a multi-sorted semi-theory. There exists a func-
tor
KC : Spaces
C −→ AlgC
left adjoint to JC. Furthermore, the pair (KC, JC) is a Quillen pair between
the model categories SpacesCfib and Alg
C.
Proof. It is enough to notice that a strict C-algebra is a diagram X : C→
Spaces which is strictly local with respect to the set P = {pα∗}α∈κ where
pα∗ is the map defined as in (1). To see that we have a Quillen pair, notice
that fibrations and weak equivalences in AlgC are computed objectwise,
thus JC preserves both. ✷
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Next, we want show that (KC, JC) is still a Quillen pair after we localize
SpacesCfib. This is a consequence of the following fact.
Lemma 4.9. Let M and N be model categories and LM be a left Bousfield
localization of M. If
F : M⇆ N : G
is a Quillen pair such that for any fibrant object X ∈ N the object G(X) is
fibrant in LM, then
F : LM⇆ N : G
is also a Quillen pair.
Proof. By [6, A.2] we only need to show that G : N → LM preserves
all fibrations between fibrant objects and preserves all acyclic fibrations.
Assume then that f : X −→ Y is a fibration between fibrant objects in N.
By assumption G(X) and G(Y ) are fibrant in LM. Also, since G : N→M
is a right Quillen functor the morphism G(f) is a fibration in M. Using the
model category structure of LM we can decompose G(f) so that
G(f) = G(X)
ϕ
−−→Z
ψ
−−→G(Y )
where ψ is a fibration in LM and ϕ is an acyclic cofibration in LM. By [13,
3.3.14] we get that Z must be a local object, which by [13, 3.2.13] gives that
ϕ is a weak equivalence in M. Therefore by [13, 3.3.15], G(f) must be a
fibration in LM.
If f : X −→ Y is an acyclic fibration in N then G(f) is an acyclic fibration
in M since G is a right Quillen functor. It remains to notice that acyclic
fibrations in LM are the same as acyclic fibrations in M [13, 3.3.3]. ✷
Proposition 4.10. For any multi-sorted semi-theory the adjoint pair of
functors (KC, JC) is a Quillen pair between the model categories LSpaces
C
and AlgC.
Proof. By Lemma 4.9 we only need to show that for any fibrant object
X ∈ AlgC the object JC(X) is fibrant in LSpaces
C. This is obvious since
fibrant objects in LSpacesC are homotopy algebras, fibrant in SpacesCfib.
✷
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The next Lemma gives a way of verifying that (KC, JC) is a Quillen equiv-
alence for a given multi-sorted semi-theory C. For X ∈ SpacesC let
ηX : X → JCKCX
be the unit of adjunction of (KC, JC).
Lemma 4.11. Let C be a multi-sorted semi-theory. If the map ηCc is a
local equivalence for all c ∈ C then the Quillen pair (KC, JC) is a Quillen
equivalence of the model categories LSpacesC and AlgC.
The proof of Lemma 4.11 will use a couple of auxiliary facts.
First, for a simplicial model category M let sM be the category of simplicial
objects inM, i.e. the category of functors∆op →M. We have the geometric
realization functor
| − | : sM −→M
such that forX• ∈ sM the object |X•| ∈M is the coequalizer of the diagram:∐
φ : [n]→[m]
Xm ⊗∆[n]⇒
∐
[n]
Xn ⊗∆[n].
Lemma 4.12. Let C be a small category and LSpacesC be the left Bous-
field localization of SpacesCfib with respect to a set of maps P . Assume that
we have a Quillen pair
K : LSpacesC ⇆M : J
where M is assumed to be a simplicial model category and the following hold
i) for X• ∈ sSpaces
C we have |JKX•| ≃ JK|X•|
ii) J commutes with filtered colimits
iii) J(f) is a local equivalence iff f is a weak equivalence
iv) the unit ηY of the adjunction is a local equivalence for Y =
∐m
i=1Cci
where {ci}
m
i=1 is any finite set of objects in C
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Then (K,J) is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. We need to show that for any cofibrant object X ∈ LSpacesC and
any fibrant object Y ∈M a morphism f : K(X)→ Y is a weak equivalence
in M if and only if its transpose f ♯ : X → J(Y ) is a weak equivalence in
LSpacesC. Recall that f ♯ is given by the composition f ♯ = J(f)ηX where
ηX is the unit of adjunction. Since by assumption J(f) is a weak equivalence
if and only if f is one, it will suffice to show that ηX is a weak equivalence
in LSpacesC for all cofibrant objects X ∈ LSpacesC.
Assume now that X, Xˆ ∈ LSpacesC are cofibrant objects, that η
Xˆ
is a
weak equivalence and that we also have a weak equivalence g : Xˆ → X. We
claim that in such a case ηX is also a weak equivalence. Indeed, we have a
commutative diagram.
Xˆ JK(Xˆ)
X JK(X)
η
Xˆ
≃
g ≃ JK(g)
ηX
It suffices to show that JK(g) is a weak equivalence in LSpacesC. Since g
is weak equivalence of cofibrant objects and K is a left Quillen functor by
[9, Lemma 9.9] we obtain that the morphism K(g) is a weak equivalence.
Therefore by assumption JK(g) is a weak equivalence.
The above argument shows that in order to complete the proof it suffices to
show that for any X ∈ LSpacesC there exists a cofibrant object Xˆ weakly
equivalent to X and such that η
Xˆ
is a weak equivalence. In order to get an
appropriate choice of Xˆ we can use a construction given by Badzioch. In
[1, §3] he showed that to any X ∈ LSpacesC we can associate a cofibrant
replacement Xˆ (Xˆ = |FU•X| in the notation of [1]) such that:
1) Xˆ is obtained as the geometrical realization of a certain bisimplicial
object Xˆ•• in Spaces
C;
2) in each bisimplicial degree the functor Xˆm,n ∈ Spaces
C is given by a
(possibly infinite) coproduct of corepresented functors:
Xˆm,n =
∐
i∈I
Cci.
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Since by assumption the functor JK commutes with geometric realization,
in order to see that η
Xˆ
is a weak equivalence for all Xˆ it will suffice to show
that ηZ is a weak equivalence for any Z =
∐
i∈I Cci . Notice that if I is a
finite set then this holds by assumption. Assume then that I is infinite, and
let PI denote the category of all finite subsets of I with morphisms given
by inclusions of sets. We have a functor:
Z˜ : PI −→ LSpaces
C, Z˜(A) :=
∐
i∈A
Cci.
Notice that colimPI Z˜ = Z. Also, colimPI JKZ˜ = JK(Z) since by assump-
tion J commutes with filtered colimits and K, as a left adjoint, preserves all
colimits. The map ηZ is then a colimit of maps
ηZ˜(A) : Z˜(A) −→ JK(Z˜(A))
and since Z˜(A) is a finite disjoint union of corepresented functors for all
A ∈ PI thus by assumption the maps ηZ˜(A) are local equivalences. This
gives that the map
hocolimPI ηZ˜(A) : hocolimPI Z˜(A) −→ hocolimPI JK(Z˜(A))
is a local equivalence. It remains to notice that since PI is a filtered category
we have colimPI Z˜ ≃ hocolimPI Z˜ and colimPI JK(Z˜) ≃ hocolimPI JK(Z˜).
✷
Lemma 4.13. Let C be a multi-sorted semi-theory. If ηCc is a local equiv-
alence for all c ∈ C then for any collection {ci}
m
i=1 of objects in C, ηY is a
local equivalence for Y =
∐m
i=1Cci .
Proof. Let C be an S-sorted semi-theory. Recall that objects cs ∈ C are
indexed by n-tuples s = (s1, . . . , sn) where sk ∈ S and n ≥ 0. In order to
simplify notation we will write Cs to denote the functor corepresented by cs.
For i = 1, . . . ,m let si = (s
i
1, . . . , s
i
ni
) be an ni-tuple and let Y =
∐m
i=1Csi .
We need to show that ηY is a local equivalence. Let s denote the
∑m
i=1 ni-
tuple obtained by concatenating si’s:
s = (s11, . . . , s
1
n1
, . . . , sm1 , . . . , s
m
nm
).
Notice that the projection maps in the cones of C define functors
ps∗ :
m∐
i=1
ni∐
k=1
Csi
k
→ Cs
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and for i = 1, . . . ,m
psi∗ :
ni∐
k=1
Csi
k
→ Csi
is given by equation (1). Consider the commutative diagram
∐m
i=1Csi JCKC(
∐m
i=1Csi)
∐m
i=1
∐ni
k=1Csik
JCKC(
∐m
i=1
∐ni
k=1Csik
)
Cs JCKC(Cs)
η
η
∐m
i=1 p
s
i
∗
ps∗
JCKC(
∐m
i=1 p
s
i
∗)
JCKC(p
s∗)
η
Our goal is to show that the top horizontal map is a local equivalence. Notice
that the bottom horizontal map is a local equivalence by assumption. The
vertical arrows on the left come from localizing maps in LSpacesC, thus
they are local equivalences as well. As a consequence it will be enough to
show that the vertical maps on the right are local equivalences. We will show
that actually more is true, namely that the mapsKC(
∐m
i=1 p
si∗) andKC(p
s∗)
are isomorphism in AlgC, and so that JCKC(
∐m
i=1 p
si∗) and JCKC(p
s∗) are
isomorphisms in SpacesC. To see this it will be enough to check that for
any strict C-algebra A the maps induced by KC(
∐m
i=1 p
si∗) and KC(p
s∗) on
the simplicial mapping complexes Map(−, A) are isomorphisms. Notice that
we have
MapC(KC(Cs), A)
∼= MapC(Cs, JCA)
∼= A(cs)
where the first isomorphism is given by the adjunction and the second comes
from the Yoneda Lemma. Similarly we obtain:
MapC(KC(
m∐
i=1
Csi), A)
∼= MapC(
m∐
i=1
Csi , JC(A))
∼=
m∏
i=1
A(csi)
and
MapC(KC(
m∐
i=1
ni∐
k=1
Csi
k
), A) ∼= MapC(
m∐
i=1
ni∐
k=1
Csi
k
, JC(A)) ∼=
m∏
i=1
ni∏
k=1
A(csi).
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Since A is a strict algebra we also have isomorphisms
A(cs) ∼=
m∏
i=1
ni∏
k=1
A(csi
k
) ∼=
m∏
i=1
A(csi).
These isomorphisms are given by projections in A, so it follows that the
isomorphisms of the mapping complexes are induced by KC(
∐m
i=1 p
si∗) and
KC(p
s∗). ✷
Proof of Lemma 4.11. Assume that ηCc is a local equivalence for all c ∈
C. It will suffice to show that all assumptions of Lemma 4.12 are satisfied.
By Lemma 4.13, ηY is a local equivalence for all Y =
∐m
i=1Cci , so assumption
iv) is satisfied. Assumption iii) is satisfied since any weak equivalence in
AlgC is an objectwise weak equivalence and assumption ii) is satisfied since
filtered colimits in AlgC are computed objectwise. Lastly we see that i) is
satisfied since as in [1, 6.2] we get that if X• is in sSpaces
C
fib then KC|X•|
∼=
|KCX•|, but this gives JCKC|X•| ∼= |JCKCX•|. ✷
5. Simplicial Resolution of a Multi-Sorted Semi-Theory
Recall that the statement of Theorem 3.2 says that homotopy algebras over
an S-sorted semi-theory C can be rigidified to strict algebras over a certain
simplicial S-sorted algebraic theory F∗C. In this Section we will describe
the construction of F∗C.
Completion of a semi-theory
Recall that for a set S we denote by AlgThS the category of S-sorted
algebraic theories and by SemiThS the category of S-sorted semi-theories
(where cones are not expected to be product cones). In both categories
morphisms are functors that preserve sorts and cones. We have an inclusion
functor:
R : AlgThS −→ SemiThS .
By [3, Ch.4 3.6] every S-sorted semi-theory C has a functorially associated
S-sorted algebraic theory C¯ and a morphism ΦC : C→ C¯ in SemiThS with
the property that any functor
C −→ T
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to an S-sorted algebraic theoryT uniquely factors through ΦC. Equivalently,
this says that the functor R has a left adjoint
L : SemiThS → AlgThS
with ΦC as the unit of adjunction. Furthermore, Barr and Wells showed
that the following holds.
Proposition 5.1. [3, Ch.4 3.6] For any semi-theory C the functor ΦC : C −→
C¯ induces an equivalence of the categories of strict algebras
Φ∗C : Alg
C¯ ≃−−→AlgC
Definition 5.2. Given a multi-sorted semi-theory C we will call the functor
ΦC : C→ C¯ the completion of C.
Simplicial Resolution
Let C be a small category. Following [7, 2.5], by the simplicial resolution of
C we will understand the simplicial category F∗C given as follows. F0C is
the free category whose objects are the objects of C and whose generators
are the morphisms of C. For k > 0 we define FkC to be the free category
generated by Fk−1C. Notice that for c, d ∈ C we have a canonical map
ϕc,d : HomC(c, d) −→ HomF∗C(c, d).
If C is an S-sorted semi theory then we define a simplicially enriched S-
sorted semi-theory structure on F∗C in such way that projection morphisms
of cones in F∗C are the images of projections in C under the maps ϕc,d. No-
tice that in this way we have a naturally defined simplicial functor ψ : F∗C→
C, which defines a morphism of simplicial S-sorted semi-theories (when we
regard C as a simplicial category). Let ψ∗ : SpacesC → SpacesF∗C denote
the functor induced by ψ, and let ψ∗ be the left adjoint of ψ
∗. We have the
following Proposition.
Proposition 5.3. The adjoint pair of functors
ψ∗ : LSpaces
F∗C ⇆ LSpacesC : ψ∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
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Proof. We use an argument analogous to the proof of [2, 4.1]. By [7,
2.6] the functor ψ is a weak equivalence of categories, and so the adjunc-
tion (ψ∗, ψ
∗) is a Quillen equivalence of the model categories SpacesCfib
and SpacesF∗Cfib . Also, the morphisms with respect to which we localize
SpacesF∗Cfib to obtain LSpaces
F∗C are precisely the images under the func-
tor ψ∗ of the localizing morphisms in Spaces
C
fib Therefore we can apply
[13, 3.3.20] which says that in such situations, localizations preserve Quillen
equivalences. ✷
For every k ≥ 0 consider the completion
Φk : FkC −→ FkC.
The functors Φk taken together define a functor of simplicial categories
Φ: F∗C −→ F∗C
where F∗C is the simplicial S-sorted algebraic theory which has FkC in
its k-th simplicial dimension. Using Proposition 5.1 we get the following
Lemma.
Lemma 5.4. The simplicial functor Φ: F∗C −→ F∗C induces an equiva-
lence of categories of strict algebras in Spaces
Φ∗ : AlgF∗C
≃
−→ AlgF∗C.
Let C be a multi-sorted semi-theory and let F∗C be the simplicial resolution
of C. Recall that by Proposition 4.10 we have a Quillen pair of functors
KF∗C : LSpaces
F∗C // AlgF∗C : JF∗Coo .
In view of Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.4 in order to prove Theorem 3.2 it
is enough to show that the following holds.
Proposition 5.5. The Quillen pair (KF∗C, JF∗C) is a Quillen equivalence.
By Lemma 4.11 this fact in turn reduces to the following.
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Lemma 5.6. Let C be an S-sorted semi-theory. For an n-tuple s let F∗Cs ∈
LSpacesF∗C denote the functor corepresented by the object cs ∈ F∗C. The
unit of the adjunction of the pair (KF∗C, JF∗C)
ηF∗Cs : F∗Cs −→ JF∗CKF∗CF∗Cs
is a local equivalence.
The proof of Lemma 5.6 will be given in Section 7 after we develop a better
understanding of the algebraic completion as well as a way of detecting local
equivalences. Meanwhile our last goal in this Section will be to obtain an
explicit description of the algebraic completion for free multi-sorted semi-
theories. Our approach will parallel that of [2, §3].
Let C be a free S-sorted semi-theory; that is C is a free category such that
all projections in the structure cones of C are among the free generators of
C. We will construct in a combinatorial manner a category C′ and later
show that C′ is the algebraic completion of C (i.e. C′ is equivalent to C¯).
The construction of C′ proceeds as follows. Objects cs ∈ C
′ are the same
as the objects in C i.e. they are indexed by all n-tuples of objects of S for
n ≥ 0. As before for s1 ∈ S we will denote by cs1 the object indexed by the
1-tuple (s1).
In order to describe morphisms in C′ assume first that s = (s1, ..., sn) is an
arbitrary n-tuple and let s′ ∈ S. A morphism in HomC(cs, cs′) is a directed
tree T
•
•
❄
❄❄
❄❄
p
s
k1 ❄
❄❄
❄❄
•
❄
❄❄
❄❄
θi
❄❄
❄❄
❄
•
 ϕj
•
 ps
k2
•
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
p
s
k3⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
•
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
p
s
k4⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
satisfying the following conditions
1) the lowest vertex of T has only one incoming edge;
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2) all edges of T are labeled with θi, where θ is a free generator of C
whose codomain is an nθ-tuple in S, and where 1 ≤ i ≤ nθ. If θ = p
s
k,
we will write p
s
k instead of (p
s
k)k;
3) if a vertex of T has m incoming edges with labels θ1i1 , ..., θ
m
im
, and for
k = 1, . . . ,m the codomain of θk in C is labeled by the nθ
k
-tuple
(sθ
k
1 , . . . , s
θk
nθk
) then the outgoing edge is labeled ψj where the domain
of ψ in C is labeled by the m-tuple
(sθ
1
i1
, sθ
2
i2
, . . . , sθ
m
im );
4) all the initial edges of T (that is, the edges starting at vertices with
no incoming edges) are labeled with projections p
s
ki
, where cs is the
domain of the tree;
5) no non-initial edges of T are labeled with projection morphisms;
6) the lowest edge is labeled with ϕi where the codomain of ϕ in C is
given by an m-tuple in S whose i-th element is s′.
For the remainder of the morphisms in C′ let s = (s1, ..., sn) and s
′ =
(s′1, ..., s
′
m), then
HomC′(cs, cs′) =
∏
1≤i≤m
HomC′(cs, cs′i).
Composition of morphisms in C′ will be defined the same as in [2, §3]: if
(T1, ..., Tm) ∈ HomC′(cs, cs′) andW ∈ HomC′(cs′ , cs′′) thenW ◦(T1, ..., Tm) ∈
HomC′(cs, cs′′) is the tree obtained by grafting the tree Ti in place of each
initial edge of W labeled p
s′
i . In general if (T1, ..., Tm) ∈ HomC′(cs, cs′) and
(W1, ...,Wr) ∈ HomC′(cs′ , cs′′) then
(W1, ...,Wr) ◦ (T1, ..., Tm) = (W1 ◦ (Ts1
1
, ..., Tm), ...,Wr ◦ (T1, ..., Tm))
For an n-tuple s = (s1, . . . , sn) in S let p
s
i : cs → csi denote the morphism
in C′ represented by the tree below.
•
•
 psi
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We give C′ an S-sorted semi-theory structure by choosing the morphisms p
s
i
to be projections in C′. It can be checked that C′ is, in fact, a multi-sorted
theory.
Next we define the functor
ΘC : C −→ C
′
which is the identity on objects, and such that ΘC(p
s
i ) = p
s
i . If ϕ : cs −→ cs′
is a generator of C which is not a projection, s is an n-tuple, and s′ is an
m-tuple then ΘC(ϕ) = (T1, . . . , Tm) where Tj is the following tree.
•
•
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
p
s
1 ❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
•
 ϕj
•
❄
❄❄
❄❄
p
s
2
❄❄
❄❄
❄
. . . . . . •
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
p
s
n
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
Proposition 5.7. The functor ΘC is the completion of the semi-theory C
to an algebraic theory.
Proof. By [3, Ch.4 §3] the algebraic completion of an S-sorted semi-theory
C is the closure of the category C under taking finite products and this is
what we constructed C′ to be. ✷
6. The Initial S-Sorted Semi-Theory
Let P be the S-sorted semi-theory whose only non-identity morphisms are
projections p
s
k : cs → csk for all n-tuples s = (s1, . . . , sn), n ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ k ≤
n. Clearly P is an initial object in the category of S-sorted semi-theories,
i.e. for any S-sorted semi-theory C there is a unique morphism P → C in
SemiThS .
A nice feature of P is that local equivalences in LSpacesP are easy to detect.
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Proposition 6.1. A map f : X → Y in LSpacesP is a local equivalence if
the restrictions fcs : X(cs) → Y (cs) are weak equivalences of spaces for all
s ∈ S.
Proof. Let f : X → Y be a map such that fcs : X(cs) → Y (cs) is a weak
equivalence for all s ∈ S. Notice for any homotopy algebra Z ∈ SpacesP
we can find a strict P-algebra Z ′ such that Z ′ is fibrant in SpacesPfib and
there is an objectwise weak equivalence Z → Z ′. It follows that in order to
show that f is a local equivalence we only need to check that the induced
map of simplicial function complexes
f∗ : MapP(X,Z
′) −→ MapP(Y,Z
′)
is a weak equivalence for all strictP-algebras Z ′ that are fibrant in SpacesPfib.
This fact follows however from the observation that since Z ′ is a strict alge-
bra we have
MapP(X,Z
′) ∼=
∏
s∈S
Map(X(cs), Z
′(cs))
and that under this isomorphism f∗ is given by the product
∏
s∈S f
∗
s where
f∗s : Map(Y (cs), Z(cs))→ Map(X(cs), Z(cs))
is the map induced by fs. ✷
Proposition 6.2. Let JC : P → C denote the inclusion of P into a free
semi-theory C. Then the adjoint pair of functors
JC∗ : Spaces
P
cof
// SpacesCcof : JC
∗oo
is a Quillen pair.
Proof. It can be checked that the functor JC∗ : Spaces
P → SpacesC is
left adjoint to JC∗ if we define the functor JC∗ as follows. For objects
Y ∈ SpacesP let
JC∗Y (c) = Y (c) ⊔
∐
(ϕ : ci→c)∈Gc
Y (ci)
where c ∈ C, Gc is the set of all morphisms ϕ : ci → c, ci ∈ C such that
ϕ = ζk ◦ ζk−1 ◦ · · · ◦ ζ1 with ζ1, . . . , ζk- generators of C and ζ1 is not a
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projection. On generating morphisms (which are not projections) ϕ : c→ d
in C we let JC∗X(ϕ) be given by sending the component X(ci) of JC∗X(c)
corresponding to ψ : ci → c via the identity to the component X(ci) of
JC∗X(d) corresponding to ϕ◦ψ : ci → d and sending X(c) to the component
X(c) of JC∗X(d) corresponding to ϕ. For projections we do the same with
the components coming from maps in Gc, but there is no component X(c)
of JC∗X(d), so we instead send X(c) to X(d) via projection. Furthermore,
from this description it is clear that JC∗ preserves objectwise cofibrations
and weak equivalences. Therefore (JC∗, JC
∗) is a Quillen pair. ✷
Corollary 6.3. The map of semi-theories J : P → F∗C induces Quillen
pair of functors
J∗ : Spaces
P
cof
// SpacesF∗Ccof : J
∗oo .
Proof. This follows by an argument paralleling the proof of [2, 5.2]. The
key idea is that the functors (Jk)∗ (coming from Proposition 6.2 with C :=
FkC) can be assembled into a functor J• for which we have J∗ = | − | ◦ J•
where | − | is the diagonal functor | − | : sSpaces→ Spaces. ✷
7. Proof of Lemma 5.6.
Since the combinatorial description of the algebraic completion of a free
multi-sorted semi-theory uses a similar setup as the algebraic completion of
free one-sorted semi-theory described in [2], the remainder of the proofs will
be also similar. For this reason we will outline the proof of Lemma 5.6, but
refer to [2, §7] for details.
Let D be a free S-sorted semi-theory and ΦD : D −→ D¯ be the completion
of D to an algebraic theory. As usual we will denote objects of D and D¯
by ds where s is an n-tuple in S for n ≥ 0, and by Ds (resp. D¯s) we will
denote theD-diagram (resp. the D¯-diagram) corepresented by ds. Using the
functor ΦD we can think of D¯s as a D-diagram. Since ΦD is an embedding
of categories Ds is a subdiagram of D¯s.
Define a filtration of the diagram D¯s by D–diagrams
D¯0s ⊆ D¯
1
s ⊆ · · · ⊆ D¯s
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as follows. Set D¯0s := Ds. For k ≥ 0 we define D¯
k+1
s as the smallest D–
subdiagram of D¯s such that if T1, T2, . . . , Tm are trees that are elements of
D¯ks then (T1, T2, . . . , Tm) belongs to D¯
k+1
s . From the combinatorial construc-
tion of D¯ (Section 5) we obtain that colimk D¯
k
s = D¯s.
As before let P denote the initial S-sorted semi-theory. The unique map
P → D induces a P-diagram structure on Ds, D¯s and D¯
k
s . We define a
filtration of D¯s by P–diagrams
sD¯0s ⊆ sD¯
1
s ⊆ · · · ⊆ D¯s,
where sD0s = Ds and sD¯
k+1
s is the smallest P–subdiagram of D¯s such that
if T1, T2, . . . , Tm are elements of D¯
k
s then (T1, T2, . . . , Tm) belongs to sD¯
k+1
s .
We have inclusions of P–diagrams
D¯ks ⊆ sD¯
k+1
s ⊆ D¯
k+1
s
and colimk sD¯s = D¯s.
Using the same tree-length arguments as in [2] we can check that the filtra-
tions {D¯ks} and {sD¯
k
s} have the following property.
Lemma 7.1. For any D–diagram of spaces X : D −→ Spaces and for k ≥
0 the square of simplicial mapping complexes
MapD(D¯
k
s ,X)

MapD(D¯
k+1
s ,X)oo

MapP(sD¯
k
s ,X) MapP(sD¯
k+1
s ,X)oo
is a pull-back diagram.
Let C be an S-sorted semi-theory, and let F∗C be the simplicial resolution of
C. Consider FmC, the free multi-sorted semi-theory in the m-th simplicial
dimension of F∗C, and let FmC be the completion of FmC to an S-sorted
algebraic theory. Setting D := FmC above we see that the FmC-diagram
FmCs (where FmCs(s
′) = Hom
FmC
(cs, cs′)) admits two filtrations by FmC-
diagrams:
FmCs = FmC
0
s ⊆ FmC
1
s ⊆ · · · ⊆ FmCs
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and by P–diagrams:
FmCs = sFmC
0
s ⊆ sFmC
1
s ⊆ · · · ⊆ FmCs.
The first of these filtrations, gives a filtration of the diagram F∗Cs by F∗C–
diagrams
F∗Cs = F∗C
0
s ⊆ F∗C
1
s ⊆ · · · ⊆ F∗Cs.
Similarly, the filtrations of FmCs by P–diagrams sFmC
k
s for m ≥ 0 give a
filtration of F∗Cs by P-diagrams
F∗Cs = sF∗C
0
s ⊆ sF∗C
1
s ⊆ · · · ⊆ F∗Cs.
We have the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.2. For X ∈ SpacesF∗C consider the following diagrams of sim-
plicial function complexes
MapF∗C(F∗C
k
s ,X)

MapF∗C(F∗C
k+1
s ,X)
foo

MapP(sF∗C
k
s ,X) MapP(sF∗C
k+1
s ,X)
goo
This is a pullback diagram for all X, and k ≥ 0 and α ∈ τ.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 7.1 and [2, 6.1]. ✷
Next we wish to show that the map g from Lemma 7.2 satisfies the following.
Lemma 7.3. Let X be a homotopy algebra fibrant in SpacesF∗Ccof . For every
k ≥ 0 the map
g : MapP(sFC
k+1
s ,X) −→ MapP(FC
k
s ,X)
induced by an inclusion ιk : FC
k
s →֒ sFC
k+1
s is an acyclic fibration of sim-
plicial sets.
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Proof. Since ιk is a cofibration in Spaces
F∗C
cof we get that g is a fibration.
It remains to show that g is also a weak equivalence of simplicial sets.
By Corollary 6.3, ifX is a homotopy F∗C-algebra fibrant in Spaces
F∗C
cof then
it is also a homotopy P-algebra which is fibrant in SpacesPcof . Therefore we
need only show that the map ιk is a local equivalence in Spaces
P, but this
is a result of Theorem 6.1 and the fact that ιk restricts to an isomorphism
of simplicial sets
F∗C
k
s(s)
∼=
−−−→sF∗C
k+1
s (s)
for all s ∈ S.
✷
Next, consider the upper map f in the diagram in Lemma 7.2. From Lemma
7.3 we have that g is an acyclic fibration and from Lemma 7.2 f is the base
change of g along
MapF∗C(F∗C
k
s ,X) −→ MapP(F∗C
k
s ,X)
so by [9, 3.14] we obtain.
Corollary 7.4. Let X be a homotopy algebra, fibrant in SpacesF∗Ccof . For
all k ≥ 0 the map
f : MapF∗C(F∗C
k+1
s ,X) −→ MapF∗C(F∗C
k
s ,X)
is an acyclic fibration of simplicial sets.
We can now give the proof of Lemma 5.6.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. The map ηF∗Cs : F∗Cs → JCKCF∗Cs is given by
the inclusion of F∗C-diagrams
F∗Cs = F∗C
0
s →֒ F∗Cs = JCKCF∗Cs
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Moreover, F∗Cs = colimk F∗C
k
s . We have a commutative diagram
F∗Cs
ηF∗Cs %%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
// hocolimk F∗C
k
s
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
colimk F∗C
k
s
We have that the top map can be given by the composition
F∗Cs → hocolimk F∗Cs → hocolimk F∗C
k
s ,
the first of which is a local equivalence since hocolimk F∗Cs ≃ F∗Cs⊗ [0,∞)
and the second map is a local equivalence since the induced map
holimkMap(F∗C
k
s , Z)→ holimkMap(F∗Cs, Z)
is a weak equivalence by [13, 18.5.1] and the fact that the homotopy limits
are taken over diagrams which are separated by objectwise acyclic fibrations.
We also see that the bottom right map of the above diagram is a local
equivalence since both the homotopy colimit and colimit can be computed
objectwise. Furthermore, for c ∈ C we have that
F∗C
0
s(c) →֒ F∗C
1
s(c) →֒ · · ·
is a cofibrant diagram, so by [13, 18.9.4] the map from the homotopy colimit
to the colimit is a local equivalence. Therefore the map ηFCs is also a local
equivalence. ✷
Recall that Lemma 5.6 was the last element we needed to complete the proof
of Theorem 3.2. Therefore Theorem 3.2 is now established.
8. Proof of Theorem 3.3
We will proceed with a proof of Theorem 3.3. To start we will take note of
the following Lemma which can be seen to be analogous to Theorem 1.14
for multi-sorted algebraic theories (see also [17, 8.6]).
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Lemma 8.1. Let T and T′ be multi-sorted algebraic theories and G : T→
T′ be a functor of finite product sketches. Then G induces an adjoint pair
of functors between the categories of strict algebras
G∗ : Alg
T // AlgT
′
: G∗oo
which is a Quillen pair. Moreover, each of the following is true
i) If G is a weak r-equivalence, then the induced functor G∗ gives an
equivalence of the homotopy categories of strict algebras.
ii) If we assume that G is surjective on the sets of objects, then G∗ gives
an equivalence of the homotopy theories of strict algebras iff the functor
G is a weak equivalence of categories.
Proof. The adjoint pair (G∗, G
∗) exists by [3, ch.4 3.5], we also see that
G∗ preserves fibrations and weak equivalences since both are computed ob-
jectwise and G preserves products so we in fact have a Quillen pair.
Now, to prove part ii), if we have that G∗ gives an equivalence of homotopy
categories, then in particular its left adjoint, G∗ gives the inverse. For Ts ∈ T
we have the corepresented diagram HomT(Ts,−) which is cofibrant inAlg
T.
By using these equivalences we get that the unit
η : HomT(Ts,−) −→ G
∗G∗HomT(Ts,−)
is an objectwise weak equivalence. By the property of adjunction and
Yoneda’s Lemma we also get:
MapT′(G∗ HomT(Ts,−),X)
∼= MapT(HomT(Ts,−), G
∗X)
∼= G∗X(Ts) ∼= X(G(Ts))
∼= MapT′(HomT′(G(Ts),−),X)
for all X ∈ AlgT
′
, but this gives
G∗HomT(Ts,−) ∼= HomT′(G(Ts),−)
and
G∗G∗HomT(Ts,−) ∼= HomT′(G(Ts), G(−)).
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In particular the unit for a corepresented diagram given by
η : HomT(Ts,−) −→ HomT′(G(Ts), G(−))
is an objectwise weak equivalence, but this gives that G is a weak equivalence
if we further assume that G is surjective on the sets of objects.
Now we prove i). We need only show that if G is a weak r-equivalence, then
G∗ gives an equivalence of homotopy algebras. The proof of this direction
follows the proof of [18, 3.4] and the fact that if G is a weak r-equivalence
of categories, the unit of adjunction for any corepresented diagram is an
objectwise weak equivalence. Recall from the proof of Proposition 4.2 that
we have a pair of adjoint functors
F : SpacesS −→ AlgT : U
It can be seen that this is in fact a Quillen pair since in the model category
of SpacesS , weak equivalences, fibrations, and cofibrations are all computed
objectwise. By [15, 9.6] for any strict T-algebra X, we can define a simplicial
object B(X) in sAlgT by letting B(X)n = (FU)
n+1(X). Furthermore, by
[15, 9.8] we see that the geometric realization of B(X), denoted |B(X)| has
the property that there exists a map ϕ : |B(X)| −→ X which is a weak
equivalence of strict T-algebras. By following an analogous argument to the
one given in the proof of [1, 3.6], we also see that |B(X)| is a cofibrant object
of AlgT, thus |B(X)| is a cofibrant replacement of X.
Now, we see that any cofibrant diagram X can be replaced by |B(X)|, for
which it can be seen that the unit of adjunction η|B(X)| is an objectwise
weak equivalence if the unit of adjunction for any corepresented diagram is
an objectwise weak equivalence. This follows from the argument given in
the proof of [18, 3.4], which in turn gives us that the unit of adjunction ηX is
an objectwise weak equivalence. In addition, since G is a weak r-equivalence,
every object in T′ is the retract of an object in the image of G. Using a
retract of maps argument this gives that for any function ϕ ∈ AlgT
′
, ϕ is
an objectwise weak equivalence if and only if G∗ϕ is an objectwise weak
equivalence. This, in combination with the fact that the unit of adjunction
for any cofibrant diagram is an objectwise weak equivalence, gives us that
(G∗, G
∗) is a Quillen equivalence. ✷
With that we can give the proof of Theorem 3.3:
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let G : C1 → C2 be a functor of multi-sorted
semi-theories. Consider the (non-commutative) diagram
AlgF∗C1 //

AlgF∗C2oo

LSpacesF∗C1 //

OO
LSpacesF∗C2oo

OO
LSpacesC1 //
OO
LSpacesC2oo
OO
in which every pair of arrows represents a Quillen pairs of functors. The
horizontal pairs are induced by the functor G while the vertical ones come
from the adjunctions of (5.3), (4.10), and (5.4). Propositions 5.3 and 5.5
imply that the vertical pairs are Quillen equivalences. By this we have
that G induces an equivalence of the homotopy categories of LSpacesC1
and LSSpaces
C2 iff it induces an equivalence of the homotopy categories
of strict algebras AlgF∗C1 and AlgF∗C2 . Thus Lemma 8.1 completes the
proof. ✷
9. The Associated Multi-Sorted Semi-Theory
Our next goal will be to prove Theorems 1.13 and 1.14. Our strategy will
be to use a reductive process: we will show that an arbitrary finite product
sketch can be replaced by a multi-sorted semi-theory which has the same
homotopy category of homotopy algebras. As a result, Theorems 1.13 and
1.14 will follow directly from their already established analogs for multi-
sorted semi-theories, i.e. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
The reduction of finite product sketches to multi-sorted semi-theories will
be performed in two stages. First, we will show that for any finite product
sketch we can construct a multi-sorted finite product sketch in a way that
preserves the the homotopy theory of homotopy algebras.
Definition 9.1. Let S be a set. An S-sorted finite product sketch is a finite
product sketch (C, κ) with a distinguished set of objects {cs}s∈S indexed by
S with the following properties
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• for all α ∈ κ and i > 0 we have αi ∈ {cs}s∈S ;
• for all α ∈ κ, α0 /∈ {cs}s∈S (unless |α| = 1 and p
α
1 = id);
• if α, β ∈ κ, |α| = n = |β|, and {αi}
n
i=1 = {βi}
n
i=1 then α = β;
• if α, β ∈ κ and α0 = β0 then α = β.
A multi-sorted finite product sketch is a finite product sketch that is S-sorted
for some set S.
Lemma 9.2. For any finite product sketch B there exists a multi-sorted
finite product sketch Bµ such that the homotopy categories of homotopy al-
gebras over B and Bµ are equivalent. Moreover, this construction is functo-
rial.
The proof of Lemma 9.2 is a consequence of the following fact. Given two n-
fold cones α and β we will say that these cones are isomorphic if there exists a
natural transformation between them given by the set of maps {fi}
n
i=0 where
fi : αi → βi is an isomorphism for all i. We have the following Lemma.
Lemma 9.3. Suppose (B1, κ1) and (B2, κ2) are two finite product sketches.
Assume also that we have a functor
F : B1 −→ B2
such that F is an equivalence of categories. Assume also that the following
conditions hold:
• for each α ∈ κ1, there is α
′ ∈ κ2 so that F (α) ∼= α
′,
• for each α′ ∈ κ2, there is α ∈ κ1 so that α
′ ∼= F (α).
Then the Quillen pair of functors
F∗ : LSpaces
B1 ⇆ LSpacesB2 : F ∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
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Proof. First, since F is an equivalence of categories it induces a Quillen
equivalence
F∗ : Spaces
B1
fib ⇆ Spaces
B2
fib : F
∗.
Since F preserves cones (up to an isomorphism) we get that maps which we
localize SpacesB2 by are sent by F ∗ to maps which we localize SpacesB1fib
by (up to isomorphism). By [13, 3.3.20] it follows that
F∗ : LSpaces
B1 ⇆ LSpacesB2 : F ∗
is a Quillen equivalence.
✷
We can now proceed to the proof of Lemma 9.2.
Proof of Lemma 9.2. Let (B, κ) be a finite product sketch. We define
the category K which has as its objects, the set of cones {α|α ∈ κ} and for
each pair of objects α, β ∈ K there is a unique isomorphism
ψα,β : α −→ β.
Next, let J be the category with two objects 0 and 1 and the non-identity
morphisms given by two inverse isomorphisms:
ϕ : 0⇆ 1: ϕ−1.
Take Bµ = B×K× J . For every n-fold cone α ∈ κ we have the associated
n-fold cone in Bµ given as follows:
(α0, α, 0)
id×id×ϕ

(α0, α, 1)
pα
1
×id×id
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
pα
2
×id×id

pαn×id×id
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
(α1, α, 1) (α2, α, 1) . . . (αn, α, 1)
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Consider the sketch (Bµ, κµ) where κµ is the set of all cones of the above form
along with the identity cones for each object of Bµ which does not show up
in such a cone. Notice that (Bµ, κµ) is a multi-sorted finite product sketch
with the distinguished set of objects {(αi, α, 1)}α∈κ, 0<i≤|α|. We define the
functor:
F : B −→ Bµ,
by F (b) = (b, α, 0) and F (θ : b1 → b2) = θ×id×id, where α is some fixed cone
from κ (we can assume that κ is non-empty since B would satisfy Lemma
9.2 trivially otherwise). It can be checked that F satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 9.3, and so it gives a Quillen equivalence
F∗ : LSpaces
B
⇆ LSpacesB
µ
: F ∗.
Thus F ∗ induces an equivalence between homotopy categories of homotopy
algebras over B and Bµ. ✷
Next, we will show that any multi-sorted finite product sketch can be re-
placed by a multi-sorted semi-theory in a way that does not change the
homotopy theory of homotopy algebras.
Lemma 9.4. For any multi-sorted finite product sketch (B, κ) there exists
a multi-sorted semi-theory (Bσ, κσ) so that the homotopy category of homo-
topy algebras over B and Bσ are equivalent. Moreover, this construction is
functorial in B.
Proof. Notice that a multi-sorted finite product sketch (B, κ) can be equiv-
alently described as follows. There exists a set S such that objects bs ∈ B
can be indexed by some of the n-tuples of S (n ≥ 0) and for any s ∈ S we
have bs ∈ S (as before we identify here elements of S with 1-tuples defined
by these elements). Any cone α ∈ κ satisfies the property that if α0 = bs
where s = (s1, . . . , sn) then αk = bsk for k = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, for any
bs ∈ B there exists a unique cone α ∈ κ such that α0 = bs. In other words
the difference between B and an S-sorted semi-theory is that for some n-
tuples s in S there may be no object of B indexed by s, and thus the cone
corresponding to s will be also missing. To fix it we enlarge that category
B as follows. Let S denote the set of all n-tuples in S:
S = {s = (s1, . . . , sn) | si ∈ S, n ≥ 0}.
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Also, let SB denote the set of all n-tuples that index elements of B:
SB = {s ∈ S | bs ∈ B}.
We start by letting Bσ be the smallest category whose objects bs are in-
dexed by all elements s ∈ S, with morphisms determined so that B is a full
subcategory of Bσ and for each s = (s1, . . . , sn) 6∈ SB the category B
σ has
morphisms p
s
k : bs → bsk , which compose freely with morphisms in B. We
give Bσ a finite product sketch structure by defining the set of cones κσ
that consists of all cones in κ and for each s = (s1, . . . , sn) 6∈ SB, a cone α
s
with α
s
0 = bs, for k = 1, . . . , n α
s
k = bsk and with projections given by the
morphisms p
s
k. Clearly (B
σ , κσ) is an S-sorted semi-theory.
It remains to show that the homotopy category of homotopy algebras over
(B, κ) is equivalent to the homotopy category of homotopy algebras over
(Bσ, κσ). Let F : B→ B
σ be the inclusion functor, and let F ∗ : SpacesB
σ
→
SpacesB be the functor induced by F . The functor F has a right ad-
joint G which can be described as follows. For X ∈ SpacesB the functor
G(X) : Bσ → Spaces coincides with X when restricted to B ⊆ B′. For an
object bs ∈ B
σ such that bs 6∈ B and where s = (s1, . . . , sn) we set
G(X)(bs) =
n∏
k=1
X(bsk).
Denote byAlgBh andAlg
B
σ
h the full subcategories of Spaces
B and SpacesB
σ
respectively whose objects are homotopy B-(resp. Bσ-)algebras. Notice that
both F ∗ and G restrict to functors
F ∗ : AlgB
σ
h ⇆ Alg
B
h : G
Notice that the composition F ∗G is naturally isomorphic to the identity
functor via the counit. Also, for any X ∈ AlgB
σ
h the unit of adjunction
is an objectwise weak equivalence X
≃
−→ GF ∗(X). Since the homotopy
categories of homotopy algebras are obtained from AlgBh and Alg
Bσ
h by
inverting all objectwise weak equivalences we obtain that F ∗ and G give
inverse equivalences on the level of the homotopy categories. ✷
10. Proof of Theorem 1.13 and Theorem 1.14
We can now use Lemma 9.2 and lemma 9.4 to see that any finite product
sketch B can be replaced by a multi-sorted semi-theory Bµσ which has an
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equivalent homotopy category of homotopy algebras and use this to prove
Theorem 1.13.
Proof of Theorem1.13. Let B be a finite product sketch. We can com-
pose the equivalences from Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 9.4 to get an equivalence
of homotopy categories
hLSpacesB ⇆ hLSpacesB
µ
⇆ hAlgB
µ
h ⇆ hAlg
Bµσ
h .
The middle equivalence comes from the fact that we constructed LSpacesB
µ
to serve as a model category for AlgB
µ
h . This gives us that the homotopy
category of homotopy B-algebras is equivalent to the homotopy category of
homotopy Bµσ-algebras. Since Bµσ is a multi-sorted semi theory we have
an equivalence from Theorem 3.2,
hLSpacesB
µσ
⇆ hAlgF∗B
µσ
.
By composing with the equivalences above we get the following equivalence
of homotopy categories.
hLSpacesB ⇆ hAlgF∗B
µσ
which gives us that the homotopy category of homotopy B-algebras is equiv-
alent to the homotopy category of strict F∗Bµσ-algebras. ✷
With this we can proceed with a proof of Theorem 1.14.
Proof of Theorem 1.14. For two finite product sketches B1 and B2, let
Bµ1 , B
µ
2 , B
µσ
1 , and B
µσ
2 be the associated multi-sorted finite product sketches
and multi-sorted semi-theories from Lemma 9.2 and Lemma 9.4 respectively.
Notice that for a functor of finite product sketches which is an injection on
objects:
F : B1 −→ B2
we can induce a cone preserving functor:
Fµ : Bµ1 −→ B
µ
2
(B,α, i) −→ (F (B), F (α), i)
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where F (α) makes sense because F preserves cones. This induces a functor:
Fµσ : Bµσ1 −→ B
µσ
2
which is defined naturally on objects of the form (B,α, i) and which sends
any added cones in Bµσ1 to the obvious cone in B
µσ
2 . We see that this is a
functor of multi-sorted theories. By construction we see that Fµσ induces
an equivalence of the homotopy categories of homotopy algebras if and only
if F does the same. The remainder of the proof is therefore a consequence of
Theorem 3.3 since Theorem 3.3 is essentially Theorem 1.14 for multi-sorted
semi theories. Furthermore, it can be seen that the assumptions on objects
and cones in Theorem 3.3 lift to the associated assumptions on objects and
cones for Theorem 1.14. ✷
In summary, given a finite product sketch (B, κ) we can consider the ho-
motopy structures that arise from homotopy algebras over (B, κ). In many
situations these homotopy structures can be interesting to study (for ex-
ample the infinite loop space structures that arise from considering homo-
topy algebras over Γop 1.5) and it is worth determining if there is some
weakly equivalent strict algebraic structure that also arises. This paper has
shown that such an equivalence exists if we consider strict algebras over the
associated simplicial multi-sorted algebraic theory F∗Bµσ . This gives our
rigidification of homotopy algebras over (B, κ). Furthermore, we have given
a way of determining if two finite product sketches determine equivalent
homotopy categories of homotopy algebras by considering the associated
simplicial multi-sorted algebraic theories.
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